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DARING COLOURS. 
UNFORGETTABLE SPACES.



INSPIRING 
CREATIVITY 

Enhance creativity and collaboration, and boost 
morale with the &-collection. & reflects the 
diverse, dynamic spirit of modern environments. 
This bold carpet tile collection – Cambridge&, 
Perpetual&, Fluid&, Fashion& and Velvet& - 
transforms your business into an unforgettable 
space that inspires creativity. 

Each design in the “&” collection brings a unique 
sense of boldness or sophistication to your 
space. Combining the different designs creates 
your own distinct identity and evokes creativity.

BOLD 
DESIGNS



WHERE 
AUDACITY 
MEETS 
DESIGN

Step into a world where design is 
a dialogue, where the ordinary is 
transformed into the extraordinary, and 
where your space is a reflection of your 
audacity. Your surroundings are no longer 
confined to the conventional; instead, 
they become a canvas on which your 
audacious spirit is vividly displayed.

The collection transcends the 
boundaries of functionality and 
aesthetics. It encapsulates the 
essence of making a profound 
statement through your design 
choices. 

Each design within this collection 
is a testament to your unique style, 
your willingness to challenge the 
norm, and your desire to create an 
environment that echoes with your 
boldness.

The “&” collection is an invitation 
to express your business’s unique 
personality through vibrant, 
unforgettable spaces. 



“&” reflects the diverse, dynamic 
spirit of modern environments. It 
embraces the idea that spaces 
can be transformed into vivid 
canvasses of colour, inspiring 
creativity, fostering collaboration, 
and enhancing mood.

Bold and vibrant, sophisticated and 
luxurious - the “&” collection paints 
with a broad palette of bright colours 
that add a splash of “oomph” to any 
room. 

A SPLASH OF 
COLOUR

A space where a monochrome design dominates emanates a sense 
of gravitas. But it can also stifle creativity and quash enthusiasm. 
This is precisely where the strategic inclusion of bold-coloured 
carpet tiles takes centre stage. These tiles transcend their 
functional essence - they are dynamic design instruments, wielding 
the power to redefine an entire spatial narrative.

In a world often confined to monochromatic 
simplicity, the “&” collection is a symphony of 
hues that sings the praises of differentiation. It’s 
a tribute to those who aren’t afraid to stand out, 
to those who value the dynamism and energy of 
vibrant colours. Let your space tell your story, 
and let it be bold, with the “&” collection.



The collection comprises three distinct textures: cut pile, loop pile, 
and tip-sheared. Each texture has its own unique characteristics, 
catering to different aesthetics and functional needs.

Cambridge&, a cut pile carpet tile design, offers an elegant and 
opulent texture which looks inviting and is soft to the touch. Mix it 
with tip-sheered carpet tiles such as the luxurious Velvet& or the 
bold-patterned Fluid& in the same colour hues to create an eye-
catching monochromatic interior. 
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Add personality to your space with 
Fashion&. This collection, with its broad 
selection of colours, has a linear loop 
pile texture with a subtle shine. Fashion& 
is a timeless yet fun collection that 
exudes personality and uniqueness. 
Combine different colours of this 
collection to create a fun and colourful 
space or use a specific colour to create 
zones in your space. 

Perpetual& adds timelessness to the “&” 
collection. Its appeal lies in its delicate 
loop pile texture, that brings your interior 
to another level.

Unleash your creativity with the “&” 
collection by mixing and matching different 
textures and designs within a single 
space. Where the sophistication of cut pile 
coexists harmoniously with the resilience of 
loop pile, forming a visual symphony that’s 
as practical as it is aesthetically pleasing. 
Or where tip-sheared tiles provide a subtle 
yet impactful backdrop to a vibrant seating 
arrangement. The possibilities are endless 
with “&”. 



RECYCLED CONTENT

OVERALL RECYCLED CONTENT

100% REGENERATED ECONYL® YARN

PRODUCT HEALTH & SUSTAINABILITY

LOW EMITTING 
PRODUCT

PERPETUAL&, FLUID&, FASHION&, VELVET&

GUT LABEL
CRI - GREEN LABEL PLUS

GREEN BUILDING 
CERTIFICATIONS BREEAM, LEED, WELL, HQE

RECYCLABILITY TAKE BACK. GIVE BACK. APPLICABLE

72.1%

MINIMUM OF
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TECHNICAL

0.15

26 dB

33

SOUND ABSORPTION

IMPACT NOISE

WEAR CLASS HEAVY 
COMMERCIAL USE

BACK2BACK

STANDARD CARPET TILE BACKING 
WITH MINIMUM 76% POST-INDUSTRIAL 
RECYCLED CONTENT
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Discover the technical details and sustainability credentials of the & collection group, showcasing our 
commitment to quality and responsible manufacturing.



RECYCLED CONTENT

OVERALL RECYCLED CONTENT

100% PA 6.6 

PRODUCT HEALTH & SUSTAINABILITY

LOW EMITTING 
PRODUCT

GUT LABEL
CRI - GREEN LABEL PLUS

GREEN BUILDING 
CERTIFICATIONS BREEAM, LEED, WELL, HQE

RECYCLABILITY TAKE BACK. GIVE BACK. APPLICABLE

54.2%
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BACKING

TECHNICAL

0.15

27 dB

33

SOUND ABSORPTION

IMPACT NOISE

WEAR CLASS HEAVY 
COMMERCIAL USE

BACK2BACK

STANDARD CARPET TILE BACKING 
WITH MINIMUM 76% POST-INDUSTRIAL 
RECYCLED CONTENT
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CAMBRIDGE&
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FASHION& 595, 673



FASHION& 595

FASHION& 595, 673
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VELVET&130, PERPETUAL& 352, 221

PERPETUAL& 352
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VELVET& 212, FLUID& 224
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VELVET& 130

VELVET& 130
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CAMBRIDGE& 386, 915, 963
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At modulyss, we believe in the 
transformative power of bold design. With 
the “&” collection, we bring that power to 
you. It’s not just about flooring; it’s about 
making a statement. Your space, your 
story, told through the bold language of 
the “&” collection.

Be inspired.

MODULYSS.COM

WHERE AUDACITY MEETS DESIGN WHERE&

https://www.modulyss.com/nl-BE
https://www.instagram.com/modulyss_official/
https://www.pinterest.com/modulyss/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/modulyss/
https://vimeo.com/modulyssnv
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